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Redtails Hockey Four Complete Novels The Brick Wall He's crashing hard and needs the
perfect distraction... Redtails Hockey goaltender Shane Conrad had been having a great
year...until recently. His slump couldn't happen at a worse time. He needs to get his head in
the game, not find a woman to screw with it. Until he meets Bliss Vescovi. She's hot as hell in
bed and smart enough out of it to realize their affair will end with the season. Bliss isn't looking
for a commitment, especially not from an intense, driven man used to control. Her ex's need for
control had nearly made her his emotional slave and she's sworn she'll never give another man
that kind of hold over her again. But a one-night stand with a hot hockey player who won't be
around forever? Totally doable. The Grinder He goes in deep and makes the plays... Riley
Hatch is a fas-talking minor-league hockey player with a reputation as a grinder. He goes in
deep, hits hard and comes out with the puck. He’s not known for giving up and, when he
meets a cool blonde who trips all his switches, he’s not about to take no for an answer. Aly
Martin’s aversion to professional athletes falters when faced with the six-foot-four hockey god
towering over her. He’s everything she never wanted in a man…overtly sexy, rough around the
edges and pushy. And absolutely irresistible. Riley falls hard and fast but he knows he’s going
to need more than determination to break down Aly’s reservations. But will his lifelong dream
of making it to the NHL cost him the woman of his dreams? The Enforcer He's used to making
an impression, not always a good one... Coming into a team in the middle of the season is
never easy but veteran hockey player Will MacDonald is a tough guy. He's not afraid to drop
his gloves in defense of his teammates and he's never met a woman who's made his heart
pound as hard as a good fight. Until he has a chance collision with a curvy brunette. Jess
Gardiner has been around hockey all her life. Her dad, an NHL scout, taught her everything he
knows about the game and she believes Will is just what the young Redtails team needs. He's
just not what she needs in her life, even if he is huge, hot and hard-bodied. The Instigator He's
an instigator on and off the ice... Derek Flaherty can goad any opponent into throwing down his
gloves with a few well-chosen words. Off the ice, he can talk a woman into dropping her
inhibitions in seconds. His Redtails teammates love him...when they don't want to gag him.
From the moment he sees Sophie, Derek discovers what it's like to be struck dumb. For two
seconds. Then he does what he does best. He charms his way into her bed. But can he charm
his way into her life? Sophie Tsoukalos is well acquainted with chaos. As a waitress in her
parents' bar and favorite aunt of her four sisters' kids, she's used to dealing with drunks and
toddlers. But she's never met a man like Derek. His panty-dropping smile entices her to let
loose and invite him into her bed. She never expected this playboy to want to stay. But when
he pushes for more than she's prepared to give, will Sophie give him heart? Or let him slip
through her fingers?
Redtails Hockey goaltender Shane Conrad had been having a great year...until recently. His
slump couldn't happen at the worst time. He needs to get his head in the game, not find a
woman to screw with it. Until he meets Bliss Vescovi. She's the perfect distraction--hot as hell
in bed and smart enough out of it to realize their affair will end with the season. Bliss isn't
looking for a commitment, especially not from an intense, driven man used to control. Her ex's
need for control had nearly made her his emotional slave and she's sworn she'll never give
another man that kind of hold over her again. But a one-night stand with a hot hockey player
who won't be around forever? Totally doable. Until Shane's off-beat humor and killer smile get
around the guard on her heart. And Bliss's open warmth makes him believe the game might
not be everything there is in life. When Shane gets called up to the NHL, Bliss believes she's
found the perfect way to break up. But Shane's nickname isn't Brick Wall for nothing. He won't
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go down without a fight because he knows, no matter where he is, Bliss belongs at his side.
A red tail hawk and his mate build their nest near the top of a Fifth Avenue apartment building
and bird watchers gather hoping to see the chicks in the nest.
The bird book for birders and nonbirders alike that will excite and inspire by providing a new
and deeper understanding of what common, mostly backyard, birds are doing—and why: "Can
birds smell?"; "Is this the same cardinal that was at my feeder last year?"; "Do robins 'hear'
worms?" "The book's beauty mirrors the beauty of birds it describes so marvelously." —NPR In
What It's Like to Be a Bird, David Sibley answers the most frequently asked questions about
the birds we see most often. This special, large-format volume is geared as much to
nonbirders as it is to the out-and-out obsessed, covering more than two hundred species and
including more than 330 new illustrations by the author. While its focus is on familiar backyard
birds—blue jays, nuthatches, chickadees—it also examines certain species that can be fairly
easily observed, such as the seashore-dwelling Atlantic puffin. David Sibley's exacting artwork
and wide-ranging expertise bring observed behaviors vividly to life. (For most species, the
primary illustration is reproduced life-sized.) And while the text is aimed at adults—including
fascinating new scientific research on the myriad ways birds have adapted to environmental
changes—it is nontechnical, making it the perfect occasion for parents and grandparents to
share their love of birds with young children, who will delight in the big, full-color illustrations of
birds in action. Unlike any other book he has written, What It's Like to Be a Bird is poised to
bring a whole new audience to David Sibley's world of birds.
Red-tails in LoveA Wildlife Drama in Central ParkVintage
This scrumptious New York Times bestseller has a whole lot of kick! Dragons love tacos. They
love chicken tacos, beef tacos, great big tacos, and teeny tiny tacos. So if you want to lure a
bunch of dragons to your party, you should definitely serve tacos. Buckets and buckets of
tacos. Unfortunately, where there are tacos, there is also salsa. And if a dragon accidentally
eats spicy salsa . . . oh, boy. You're in red-hot trouble. The award-winning team behind Those
Darn Squirrels! has created an unforgettable, laugh-until-salsa-comes-out-of-your-nose tale of
new friends and the perfect snack.
A silly and sweet picture book featuring a variety of dog breeds and dog tails Every dog has a
tail. Every tail has a tale. Some tails are long. And some tails are short and sweet. Some tails
are new. And some tails end too soon. But, no matter the tale, every tail has a happy ending,
every tail wiggles and wags, which is a dog’s way of saying . . . I love you!
Explores the loving ties between humans and animal companions while sharing a wealth of
interesting facts, from why cats rub against their owner's legs to the 126-year life of a whiskeydrinking parrot. By the authors of Trash Action.
A girl's gotta eat--and so do her three cats. Recently divorced art history grad student Hanna
Harvey has just fibbed her way into a job as the assistant to dangerously drool-worthy art
gallery owner Mark Abernathy. For Hanna, working in the field she desperately loves provides
the perfect opportunity to begin putting her life back together. Soon her cheese budget is in the
black and her feline life partners are no longer eyeing her like a six-foot can of Fancy Feast.
But when her boss's lady friends start turning up dead, Hanna finds herself in the cross hairs of
a murder investigation. Even worse, hunky homicide detective James Morrison fears hers
might be the next body he discovers. With the "help" of the gallery's quirky cast of resident
artists, Hanna will have to hunt down the truth about Abernathy's dark secret--before it hunts
her.
Suggests that, because parents are now more concerned with preparing children for life rather
than protecting them from it, the concept of childhood has drastically changed
"This series is NOTHING, absolutely nothing of what I expected and absolutely EVERYTHING
I wanted. Contemporary, paranormal fantasy with sparkly flecks of Nancy Drew, Murder She
Wrote, Ripper Street, Penny Dreadful – topped with freshly squeezed comedic romance, super
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stinky road trips, ex-husband smackdowns, sufficient cat lady llama drama, and liberally laced
with smoking hot, steamy (cover your eyes with generous peeking room) sexcapades. —
Whiskey & Wit Book Reviews It’s bad enough that the world’s most powerful vampires are
following gallery assistant Hanna Harvey like a cloud of undead mosquitos. But finding one of
their heads in the trunk of her Mustang? There’s not enough cheese in the world to unsee
that. Her stud-muffin alpha werewolf boss, Mark Abernathy suspects that someone stashing
vampy bits in Hanna’s immediate vicinity is part of a plot to set-off an inter-species war…with
Hanna’s own destiny at its heart. Getting to the bottom of Hanna’s headless guests will mean
fending off the dogged investigation of Detective James Morrison—now suspended from the
force and hell-bent on exposing the secrets that could not only destroy Abernathy, but
everyone he’s sworn to protect. Now facing a force older and more sinister than any she’s
encountered, the stakes have never been higher for Hanna, who must finally decide to ascend
to her rightful place in the pack, or risk losing everything—and everyone—she loves.
In this collection of 10 new stories, bestselling writers celebrate their animal friends and
explore the many mysterious ways pets bring love into their humans' lives.
The astonishing, never before told story of the greatest rescue mission of World War II—when
the OSS set out to recover more than 500 airmen trapped behind enemy lines in Yugoslavia...
During a bombing campaign over Romanian oil fields, hundreds of American airmen were shot
down in Nazi-occupied Yugoslavia. Local Serbian farmers and peasants risked their own lives
to give refuge to the soldiers while they waited for rescue, and in 1944, Operation Halyard was
born. The risks were incredible. The starving Americans in Yugoslavia had to construct a
landing strip large enough for C-47 cargo planes—without tools, without alerting the Germans,
and without endangering the villagers. And the cargo planes had to make it through enemy
airspace and back—without getting shot down themselves. Classified for over half a century for
political reasons, the full account of this unforgettable story of loyalty, self-sacrifice, and
bravery is now being told for the first time ever. The Forgotten 500 is the gripping, behind-thescenes look at the greatest escape of World War II. “Amazing [and] riveting.”—James Bradley,
New York Times bestselling author of Flags of Our Fathers
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK A BELLETRIST
BOOK CLUB PICK AMAZON BEST OF THE YEAR "A masterpiece." - R.O. Kwon The
Crucible meets True Grit in this riveting adventure story of a fugitive girl, a mysterious gang of
robbers, and their dangerous mission to transform the Wild West. In the year of our Lord 1894,
I became an outlaw. The day of her wedding, 17 year old Ada's life looks good; she loves her
husband, and she loves working as an apprentice to her mother, a respected midwife. But after
a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are routinely hanged as
witches, her survival depends on leaving behind everything she knows. She joins up with the
notorious Hole in the Wall Gang, a band of outlaws led by a preacher-turned-robber known to
all as the Kid. Charismatic, grandiose, and mercurial, the Kid is determined to create a safe
haven for outcast women. But to make this dream a reality, the Gang hatches a treacherous
plan that may get them all killed. And Ada must decide whether she's willing to risk her life for
the possibility of a new kind of future for them all. Featuring an irresistibly no-nonsense,
courageous, and determined heroine, Outlawed dusts off the myth of the old West and
reignites the glimmering promise of the frontier with an entirely new set of feminist stakes.
Anna North has crafted a pulse-racing, page-turning saga about the search for hope in the
wake of death, and for truth in a climate of small-mindedness and fear.
A young girl learns she’s half mermaid and plunges into a scheme to reunite with her father in
this entrancing, satisfying tale that beckons readers far below the waves. For as long as she
can remember, twelve-year-old Emily Windsnap has lived on a boat. And, oddly enough, for
just as long, her mother has seemed anxious to keep Emily away from the water. But when
Mom finally agrees to let her take swimming lessons, Emily makes a startling discovery — about
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her own identity, the mysterious father she’s never met, and the thrilling possibilities and perils
shimmering deep below the water’s surface. With a sure sense of suspense and richly
imaginative details, first-time author Liz Kessler lures us into a glorious undersea world where
mermaids study shipwrecks at school and Neptune rules with an iron trident — an enchanting
fantasy about family secrets, loyal friendship, and the convention-defying power of love.
Marie loves her mama and her two brothers so much, she decides to pick out the purrfect
present for each of them! The second in a new charming line of touch-and-feel board books,
this title features an adorable new story starring the sweet and sassy kitten, Marie, original art,
and touch-and-feel elements on every spread.

Marie Winn is our guide into a secret world, a true wilderness in the heart of a city. The
scene is New York's Central Park, but the rich natural history that emerges here--the
loons, raccoons, woodpeckers, owls, and hundreds of visiting songbirds--will appeal to
wildlife lovers everywhere. At its heart is the saga of the Fifth Avenue hawks, which
begins as a love story and develops into a full-fledged mystery. At the outset of our
journey we meet the Regulars, a small band of nature lovers who devote themselves to
the park and its wildlife. As they watch Pale Male, a remarkable young red-tailed hawk,
woo and win his first mate, they are soon transformed into addicted hawk-watchers.
From a bench at the park's model-boat pond they observe the hawks building a nest in
an astonishing spot--a high ledge of a Fifth Avenue building three floors above Mary
Tyler Moore's apartment and across the street from Woody Allen's. The drama of the
Fifth Avenue hawks--hunting, courting, mating, and striving against great odds to raise
a family in their unprecedented nest site--is alternately hilarious and heartbreaking. RedTails in Love will delight and inspire readers for years to come.
The true-life mystery of a pair of red-tailed hawks who, in the spring of 1992, built a nest
on a high ledge of a building on New York City's Fifth Avenue. The author chronicles
the adventures not only of the hawks, but also of Central Park's other wildlife residents
and of the birdwatchers.
In the village of Giant's Hand Jack's grandfather has been pushing him to find a
princess and get married, so when a young lady falls out of the sky wearing a shirt that
says "Punk Princess," and she tells Jack that her grandmother, who looks suspiciously
like the long-missing Snow White, has been kidnapped, Jack decides to help her.
Technology has changed what it means for communities to "be together." Digital tools
are now part of most communities' habitats. This book develops a new literacy and
language to describe the practice of stewarding technology for communities. Whether
you want to ground your technology stewardship in theory and deepen your practice,
whether you are a community leader or sponsor who wants to understand how
communities and technology intersect, or whether you just want practical advice, this is
the book for you.
After eighteen-year-old Gu Miyoung, a nine-tailed fox surviving in modern-day Seoul by
eating the souls of evil men, kills a murderous goblin to save Jihoon, she is forced to
choose between her immortal life and his. Includes glossary.
The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of
Stories about two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's
world is about to change forever, in this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines
our modern day world with the enchanting realm of classic fairy tales. The Land of
Stories tells the tale of twins Alex and Conner. Through the mysterious powers of a
cherished book of stories, they leave their world behind and find themselves in a foreign
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land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with fairy tale characters
they grew up reading about. But after a series of encounters with witches, wolves,
goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is going to be harder than they thought.
Biographer Margaret Lea returns one night to her apartment above her father's
antiquarian bookshop. On her steps she finds a letter. It is a hand-written request from
one of Britain’s most prolific and well-loved novelists. Vida Winter, gravely ill, wants to
recount her life story before it is too late, and she wants Margaret to be the one to
capture her history. The request takes Margaret by surprise–she doesn’t know the
author, nor has she read any of Miss Winter’s dozens of novels. Late one night, while
pondering whether to accept the task of recording Miss Winter’s personal story,
Margaret begins to read her father’s rare copy of Miss Winter’s Thirteen Tales of
Change and Desperation. She is spellbound by the stories and confused when she
realizes the book only contains twelve stories. Where is the thirteenth tale? Intrigued,
Margaret agrees to meet Miss Winter and act as her biographer. As Vida Winter unfolds
her story, she shares with Margaret the dark family secrets that she has long kept
hidden as she remembers her days at Angelfield, the now burnt-out estate that was her
childhood home. Margaret carefully records Miss Winter’s account and finds herself
more and more deeply immersed in the strange and troubling story. In the end, both
women have to confront their pasts and the weight of family secrets. As well as the
ghosts that haunt them still.
A nose for digging? Ears for seeing? Eyes that squirt blood? Explore the many amazing
things animals can do with their ears, eyes, mouths, noses, feet, and tails in this
interactive guessing book, beautifully illustrated in cut-paper collage, which was
awarded a Caldecott Honor. This title has been selected as a Common Core Text
Exemplar (Grades K-1, Read Aloud Informational Text).

From the critically acclaimed author of The 25th Hour and When the Nines Roll
Over and co-creator of the HBO series Game of Thrones, a captivating novel
about war, courage, survival — and a remarkable friendship that ripples across a
lifetime. During the Nazis’ brutal siege of Leningrad, Lev Beniov is arrested for
looting and thrown into the same cell as a handsome deserter named Kolya.
Instead of being executed, Lev and Kolya are given a shot at saving their own
lives by complying with an outrageous directive: secure a dozen eggs for a
powerful Soviet colonel to use in his daughter’s wedding cake. In a city cut off
from all supplies and suffering unbelievable deprivation, Lev and Kolya embark
on a hunt through the dire lawlessness of Leningrad and behind enemy lines to
find the impossible. By turns insightful and funny, thrilling and terrifying, the New
York Times bestseller City of Thieves is a gripping, cinematic World War II
adventure and an intimate coming-of-age story with an utterly contemporary feel
for how boys become men.
Percy Jackson is a good kid, but he can't seem to focus on his schoolwork or
control his temper. And lately, being away at boarding school is only getting
worse-Percy could have sworn his pre-algebra teacher turned into a monster and
tried to kill him.
Every autumn, thousands of migrating Red-tailed Hawks arrive on the southern
Great Plains to spend the winter, and Oklahoma is one of the best places to
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observe this amazing phenomenon. Above the prairie, as Oscar Hammerstein
wrote, they make “lazy circles in the sky,” but not for entertainment, theirs or
ours. Author Jim Lish draws on more than forty years’ experience as a
professional biologist and ornithologist to present almost two hundred color
photographs of Red-tails and relate important lessons in southern Great Plains
biodiversity, underscoring the place of the Red-tailed Hawk in Oklahoma’s
tallgrass prairie ecology. Winter’s Hawk introduces the reader to the hawk’s
biology, social behavior, and useful role in limiting destructive rodent populations.
In sharing many anecdotes from his long experience in the field, Lish describes
the hunting techniques of Red-tails, their competition with other raptors, and their
behavior in the presence of human observers. He describes the subtle
differences in plumage, and other characteristics between the various subspecies
of Red-tailed Hawks that winter here. His account of their behavior includes
intergenerational warfare, in which young Red-tails are frequently the losers.
Detailed and scientifically accurate, this informal, jargon-free account will appeal
to birders, sportsmen, naturalists, and falconers, as well as biologists. Red-tails
can see ultraviolet light, which enables them to easily locate trails left by rodents.
Cotton rats are by far their most important winter food, but they also eat carrion,
large snakes, medium-sized mammals, and smaller birds. The main motive for
the birds’ behavior, Lish reminds us, is survival, and he includes birds’-eye
views of the hazards Red-tails face: foot injuries, damage to feathers, starvation,
electrocution, and illegal shooting. A treasure trove of rich descriptive writing and
astonishing photographs, Winter’s Hawk inspires readers to help preserve these
magnificent birds of prey so that future generations may see a Red-tail standing
sentinel over a field or circling above it.
Taking refuge in fairy tales after the loss of his mother, twelve-year-old David
finds himself violently propelled into an imaginary land in which the boundaries of
fantasy and reality are disturbingly melded. By the author of The Black Angel.
75,000 first printing.
In his highly acclaimed debut, The Lies of Locke Lamora, Scott Lynch took us on
an adrenaline-fueled adventure with a band of daring thieves led by con artist
extraordinaire Locke Lamora. Now Lynch brings back his outrageous hero for a
caper so death-defying, nothing short of a miracle will pull it off. After a brutal
battle with the underworld that nearly destroyed him, Locke and his trusted
sidekick, Jean, fled the island city of their birth and landed on the exotic shores of
Tal Verrar to nurse their wounds. But even at this westernmost edge of
civilization, they can’t rest for long—and are soon back to what they do best:
stealing from the undeserving rich and pocketing the proceeds for themselves.
This time, however, they have targeted the grandest prize of all: the Sinspire, the
most exclusive and heavily guarded gambling house in the world. Its nine floors
attract the wealthiest clientele—and to rise to the top, one must impress with good
credit, amusing behavior…and excruciatingly impeccable play. For there is one
cardinal rule, enforced by Requin, the house’s cold-blooded master: it is death to
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cheat at any game at the Sinspire. Brazenly undeterred, Locke and Jean have
orchestrated an elaborate plan to lie, trick, and swindle their way up the nine
floors…straight to Requin’s teeming vault. Under the cloak of false identities, they
meticulously make their climb—until they are closer to the spoils than ever. But
someone in Tal Verrar has uncovered the duo’s secret. Someone from their past
who has every intention of making the impudent criminals pay for their sins. Now
it will take every ounce of cunning to save their mercenary souls. And even that
may not be enough.… Praise for Red Seas Under Red Skies “Lynch hasn’t
merely imagined a far-off world, he’s created it, put it all down on paper—the
smells, the sounds, the people, the feel of the place. The novel is a virtuoso
performance, and sf/fantasy fans will gobble it up.”—Booklist (starred review)
“Red Seas Under Red Skies firmly proves that Scott Lynch isn’t a one-hit
wonder. . . . It’ll only be a matter of time before Scott Lynch is mentioned in the
same breath as George R. R. Martin and Steven Erikson.”—Fantasy Book Critic
“Grand, grandiose, grandiloquent . . . No critic is likely to fault Lynch in his
overflowing qualities of inventiveness, audacious draftsmanship, and sympathetic
characterization.”—Locus
"Based on The Audubon Society master guide to birding (Alfred A. Knopf, 1983),
National Audubon Society field guide to North American birds: Eastern region
(Alfred A. Knopf, 1994), and National Audubon Society field guide to North
American birds: Western region (Alfred A. Knopf, 1994)."--Colophon.
Red Tail Captured, Red Tail Free is a rare gift detailing the experience of Lt. Col.
Alexander Jefferson, who was one of 32 Tuskegee Airmen from the 332nd
Fighter Group to be shot down defending a country that considered them to be
second-class citizens. In this vividly detailed, deeply personal story, Jefferson
writes as a genuine American hero about what it meant to be an African
American pilot in enemy hands, fighting to protect the promise of freedom. The
book features the sketches, drawings, and other illustrations Jefferson created
during his nine months as a POW, and Lewis Carlson’s authoritative background
on the man, his unit, and the fight Alexander Jefferson fought so well. This
revised edition covers the story of Jefferson’s continuing outreach and education
work, as he brings the story of the Tuskegee Airmen to communities and schools
across the country, and the presentation of the Congressional Gold Medal to the
Airmen in 2007. Red Tail Captured, Red Tail Free is perhaps the only account of
the African American experience in a German prison camp.
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book
Award for Fiction A heartrending new novel from the Pulitzer Prize–winning and
#1 New York Times best-selling author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most
Anticipated Books of 2021 by Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, New York
Magazine, Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed, BookPage, Goodreads, Literary Hub,
The Millions, New Statesman, and Times of London The astrobiologist Theo
Byrne searches for life throughout the cosmos while single-handedly raising his
unusual nine-year-old, Robin, following the death of his wife. Robin is a warm,
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kind boy who spends hours painting elaborate pictures of endangered animals.
He’s also about to be expelled from third grade for smashing his friend in the
face. As his son grows more troubled, Theo hopes to keep him off psychoactive
drugs. He learns of an experimental neurofeedback treatment to bolster Robin’s
emotional control, one that involves training the boy on the recorded patterns of
his mother’s brain… With its soaring descriptions of the natural world, its
tantalizing vision of life beyond, and its account of a father and son’s ferocious
love, Bewilderment marks Richard Powers’s most intimate and moving novel. At
its heart lies the question: How can we tell our children the truth about this
beautiful, imperiled planet?
An account of a city's lakes and woodlands at night as reflected by active nocturnal beasts
throughout the course of a year features, in addition to the author's signature Pale Male and
Lola hawks, an assortment of animal, bird, and insect creatures. By the author of Red-Tails in
Love.
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come
together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of
Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess named Pea. It is
also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with
light. And it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple,
impossible wish. These three characters are about to embark on a journey that will lead them
down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives.
What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With
black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man and man’s best friend. Billy
has long dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up
enough money for two pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t
matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his
hounds become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories of their great achievements
spread throughout the region, and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains,
and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined hunters—now
friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of despair, and that the seeds of the future can
come from the scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s
Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR
Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New
York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an
important piece of childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting
tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of unadorned
naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and sentiment that adults as well
as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy
and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting a little misty.” —The
Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the film adaptation
Recounts the five-year-long ornithological drama that unfolded when a pair of red-tailed hawks
nested in a building across from New York City's Central Park.
In the spring of 1992, a pair of red-tailed hawks built a nest on a high ledge of a building on
New York City's Fifth Avenue (across the street from Woody Allen's penthouse). Excitement
rocked the world of Central Park's devoted birdwatchers: never before had a red-tail been
known to nest on a city building.
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NOW A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! An unflinching, darkly funny, and deeply
moving story of a boy, his seriously ill mother, and an unexpected monstrous visitor. At seven
minutes past midnight, thirteen-year-old Conor wakes to find a monster outside his bedroom
window. But it isn’t the monster Conor’s been expecting-- he’s been expecting the one from
his nightmare, the nightmare he’s had nearly every night since his mother started her
treatments. The monster in his backyard is different. It’s ancient. And wild. And it wants
something from Conor. Something terrible and dangerous. It wants the truth. From the final
idea of award-winning author Siobhan Dowd-- whose premature death from cancer prevented
her from writing it herself-- Patrick Ness has spun a haunting and darkly funny novel of
mischief, loss, and monsters both real and imagined.
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